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Software Verification and Validation Plan

for the GWSCREEN Code

. 1. Purpose

1.1 introduction

The purpose of this Software Verification and Validation Plan (SVVP) is to prescribe

steps necessary to verify and validate the GWSCREEN code, version 2.0 (Reference 7) to

Quality level B standards. GWSCREEN output is to be verified and validated by comparison

with hand calculations, and by output from other Quality Level B comp'_ter codes.

Verification and validation will also entail performing static and dynamic tests on the code

using several analysis tools (Reference 9 and 10). This approach is consistent with guidance

in the ANSI/ANS-10.4-1987., "Guidelines for Verification and Validation of Scientific and

Engineering Computer Programs for the Nuclear Industry".

The intended audience for this SVVP includes:

1. Quality auditors whose function is to verify compliance with requirements of

Reference 1 and Reference 2, section 6.3-4.

2. The cognizant engineer in the EG&G Idaho Subsurface and Environmental

Modeling (SEM) Unit (B670) in charge of quality level B analysis.

This plan conforms with the requirements of IEEE std. 1012-1986, and considers the

Scientific Computing Unit's Software Quality Engineering reference. Compliance with

Reference 3 must be included in this plan. Where a section is not applicable to this plan, the

statement This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan appears.



1.2 Scope

This plan provides the single, complete source for all activities involved in the

verification and validation of the above listed computer codes and their output data as
q

required for quality level B.

The computer code to which this plan applies (GWSCREEN version 2.0) is in the test

phase of the software life-cycle. This plan does not apply to the software life-cycle items 5.1

thru 5.5 since these phases were completed before this plan was written. Procedures will be

described in this document to:

1. Perform test phase V & V

2. Perform Installation and Checkout V & V

3. Perform Operation and Maintenance Phase V & V.

Version 1.5 of the code is in-use and procedures will be described to verify and

validate the output from the code by comparison to similar output from GWSCREEN version

2.0. Thus the life cycle portion to which the plan applies is the operation and maintenance

phases for GWSCREEN version 1.5 and the test, installation and checkout, and operation

and maintenance phase for version 2.0.

2. References

1. EG&G Idaho Inc., Quality Manual, December, 1989.

2. EG&G Idaho, Inc., Engineering Standard Practice Engineering Analysis," ESP 3.2.1

Rev. B, DRREG-866, May 30, 1991.



3. ANSI/IEEE Std. 1012-1986, IEEE Stan d.ard for S0ftware Verification and Validation

Plans_, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

4. ANSI/IEEE Std 610.12-1990, IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering

Terminology, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

5. Rood, A. S., (_WSCRE.E.N: A Semi-Analytical Model for Assessment of the

Groundwater Pathway from Surface or Buried Contamination: Theory and U_ers Manual.

EGG-GEO-10158, March, 1992, Revised, November, 1992.

6. Codell, R. B. et al., A Collection of Mathematical Models for Dispersion in Surface

Ware- and Groundwater. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0868, 1982.

7. Rood, A. S., GWSCREEN: A Semi-Analytical Model for Assessment of the

Groundwater Pathway from Surface or Buried Contamination: Version 2: Theory and Users

Manual. EGG-GEO-10797, May, 1993.

8. Runchal, A. K., Sagar, B., P.0RFLO-3: A Mathematical Model for Fluid Flow, Heat and

Mass Transport in a Variably Saturated Geologic Media. Westinghouse Hanford

Corporation, WHC-WP-0041, July, 1989.

9. Marshal, N. H., E. S. Marwil, Cross Reference Analysis of FORTRAN (CRAFT).

EG&G Idaho Inc, EGG-CATT-9198, 1981

10. National Bureau of Standards, FORTRAN-77 Analyzer User's Manual. NBS GCR81-

359., I981.

11. Matthews, S. D., Software Configuration Management Plan for Controlled Code

Support System. EGG-CATT-10196, April, 1992.o



12. Magnuson, S. O., R.G. Baca, A.J. Sondrup, Independent Verification and Benchmark

Testing of the PORFLO-3 Computer Code, Version 1.0 EGG-BG-9175, August, 1990.

3.Definitions

Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations typical to a SVVP and to the life cycle

approach to software development in general are provided in detail in Reference 4. In

particular, the following terms are used in this document.

Acceptance Testing. Formal testing conducted to determine whether or not a system

satisfies its acceptance criteria and to enable the customer to determine whether or not to

accept the system.

Operation and Maintenance Phase. The period of time in the software life cycle

during which a software product is employed in its operational environment, monitored for

satisfactory performance, and modified as necessary to correct problems or to respond to

changing environments.

Quality Level B. Software whose failure or defects would degrade the performance

or reliability of operations, data acquisition, or deliverable products; or any software whose

result is relied upon by the customer.

Software Verification and Validation Plan. A plan for the conduct of software

verification and validation.

Software Verification and Validation Report. Documentation of the V & V results

and appropriate software quality assurance results.

Validation. The process of evaluating software at the end of the software



development process to ensure compliance with software requirements.

Verification. The process of determining whether or not the products of a given

phase of the software development cycle fulfill the requirements established during the

previous phase.

4. Verification and Validation Overview

4.1 Organization

The participating organizations include the Subsurface and Environmental modeling

unit, which provides this plan's author and reviewer. The verification and validation report

will be performed and produced by Applied Geosciences unit.

4.2 Master Schedule

The verification and validation of the GWSCREEN code is to be performed in the

time frame from March, 1993 to the end of June, 1993. The verification and validation

report is to be produced during the month of June 1993 (Table 1).
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I i  ommon....
Software Development: 3-91 3-92 Requirements,
1. Software Requirements theory of operation
2. Theory of Operation and users manual in
3. Users Manual Reference 5.

i

Release of version 1.3 3-91
i i i i i i , ,,i

Release of version 1.4 10-92
i i

Release of version 1.5 11-92 Version 1.5
released with
revised theory and
users manual.

[ i i i i i i i i ii

Begin development of version 1/93 7-93
2.0. Revise software

requirements, theory user's
manual documentation

Develop Software verification 1/93 6/93
and validation test plan

,,

Perform verification and 4/93 7/93
validation and generate report

, , , , ,,,

4.3 Resource Summary

Resources required to perform the verification and validation tasks shall be assigned

on an as needed, case by case basis. As a minimum, these will include an analyst,

independent reviewer, independent approver, hardware and software necessary to execute the

codes, and a report of the application of the acceptance criteria.

4.4 Responsibilities

o,

A. S. Rood is responsible for producing this document, C. S. Smith of the Applied

Geosciences Unit, EG&G Idaho, is responsible for performing the verification and validation



tests and producing the verification and validation report (SVVR). S. J. Maheras is

responsible for providing independent review and A. S. Rood, code author, custodian, and

customer, is responsible for approval and acceptance of this document and the verification

validation report.

4.5 Tools, Techniques, and Methodologies

This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan

5. Life-Cycle Verification and Validation

5.1 Management of V&V

Management of the verification and validation of GWSCREEN requires this plan, the

Theory and Users Manual (Reference 5), an independent review of this plan, and

independent documentation of the performance of GWSCREEN using the

• verification/validation exercises described in this document. Independent documentation of

the performance of this code will be completed after the completion of this document.

5.2 Concept Phase V & V

This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan.

5.3 Requirements Phase V & V

This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan.

5.4 Design Phase V & V

This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan.

5.5 Implementation Phase V & V

This section/paragraph is not applicable to this plan.



5.6 Test Phase V & V

5.5.1 Verification -- Verification is the process of determining whether or not the

products of a given phase of the software development cycle fulfill the requirements

established during the previous phase. Computational and modeling requirements for the

GWSCREEN code are stated in Section 2 of the GWSCREEN Theory and user's manual

(Reference 7). Verification will entail examination of the GWSCREEN code and comparison

of GWSCREEN output to the requirements stated in section 2 of the GWSCREEN Theory

and User's Manual. The sample problems in the GWSCREEN theory and users manual will

serve as the test cases. Additional test cases may be added at the discretion of the person

generating the verification and validation report. The attached hand calculation worksheets

will assist in this task. Equations implemented in the code and stated in the thex_ry and

user's manual will be checked against hand calculations performed on the work sheets, and if

necessary, comparison with other numerical routines to insure accurate coding. Output from

the following parts of the code should be explicitly checked using the hand calculation

worksheets (Appendix A) and reported in the SVVR.

• Source term model Check GWSCREEN output in test problems with hand

calculations produced in worksheets for the surface and buried source model

(version 1.5 and 2.0) and pond model (version 2.0, only).

® Unsaturated model Check GWSCREEN output in test problems with hand

calculations produced in work sheets.

• Saturated zone model Verify the numerical integration routines using a

spreadsheet or other numerical integration tools. A benchmark using a code

with a similar algorithm may also be used but groundwater concentrations, not

radiological dose or other byproducts of the calculation, should be compared

(see Reference 6).



• Limiting s0il concen.tration Check GWSCREEN output in test problems with

hand calculations produced in work sheets.

The difference between hand calculations and computer output should be no greater

that 1%. The 1% value was chosen somewhat arbitrarily but was intended to account for
e

machine dependent differences in computations (personnel computer vs. hand calculator) in

addition to a limited number of significant digits reported in the GWSCREEN output. The

difference shall be calculated by

Oc - OI1
% difference = x 100

Oh

where Oo = output from GWSCREEN computer code

Oh = output from hand calculations

The difference between GWSCREEN numerical integration output compared with

other numerical integration routines shall be evaluated on a case by case basis. The
l,

complexity of the problem, sophistication of the computer algorithm, and applicability of the

code to the problem shall be considered when a comparison is made. A difference goal of

+/- 5 % is desirable. This difference goal was chosen somewhat arbitrarily but was intended

to account for differences in the computational ,nethodology.

5.5.2 Validation -- Validation is the process of evaluating software at the end of the

software development process to ensure compliance with software requirements. Validation

will be performed by a series of benchmark exercises using several other codes. The

validation exercise should include the following problems in these benchmarks:

• 1. Comparison of maximum concentration and time of maximum for the foUowing types

of contaminants:

a) A non-decaying, non sorbing contaminant



b) A decaying, non-sorbing contaminant

d) A decaying, sorbing contaminant with radioactive progeny

Mass flux from the source, unsaturated travel time, and mass flux to the aquifer may

be computed on a spread sheet and checked against GWSCREEN output. The codes,

PORFLO-3 (Reference 8) and GRDFLX (Reference 6) are to be used to compute

groundwater concentrations. PORFLO-3 has been verified and validated (reference 12), is a

quality level B code, and has been used extensively in the Department of Energy for t

performing solute transport calculations.

Differences found between GWSCREEN results and results from other codes should

be investigated on a case by case basis. The complexity of the problem, sophistication of the

computer algorithm, and applicability of the code to the problem shall be considered when a

comparison is made.

2. Coverage analysis of the GWSCREEN test problems will be performed using a

coverage analysis tool provided by the EG&G Scientific Computing unit (Reference

10). The coverage analysis tool determines the percentage of code segments that

were activated while running a simulation. In addition, a static analysis of the code

using the CRAFT software (Reference 9) shall be performed. Results of these two

tests will be published in the verification and validation report.

5.7 Installation and Checkout Phase V & V.

Proper installation of the GWSCREEN code will be verified and validated by

execution of the 9 test problems presented in Appendix A of Reference 7. Results should be

compared with the published results. Some minor differences may be expected between the

published results and results generated from other machines other than an IBM 486 SX,

which the published results were computed on.

10



5.8 Operation and Maintenance Phase V & V.

Normal operation of the code shall entail proper installation followed by a running of

the 9 test problems presented in Appendix A of Reference 7 and comparison with published

. results. Any future modification of the code will require appropriate testing depending on

the nature of the modification. These modification can be classified as follows

. 1. A correction in the computations

2. A change in the computational method

3. A change in the structure of the code

4. A cosmetic change in the output.

For item I and 2, the n.ne test problems shall be run with the corrected version of the

code and compared with the published results. Differences are to be documented in an

Engineering Design File and a new version of the code issued. The theory and users manual

- (Reference 7) shall be revised to reflect the corrections and re-issued.

" For item 3, the complete V & V test plan presented in this document shall be

repeated and documented in a new V & V report. The theory and users manual shall be

revised to reflect the changes and re-issued.

For item 4, the nine test problems will be re-run and compared with the published

results. The results will be documented in an engineering design file and a new version of

the code issued.

Output from GWSCREEN version 1.5 (Reference 5) may be compared with output

from version 2.0 for test problems that are applicable. Since version 2.0 contains additional

. computations and features compared to version 1.5, not all test problems can be compared

directly. Test problems 2, 3a, 3b, and 4 may be compared directly and the results should

not differ significantly, however some differences can be expected since a greater number of

11



integration points are used in version 2.0 in addition to changes in the peak finding routine

and the solubility limited release time for a decaying source.

6. Software Verification and Validation Reporting

Verification and validation of the Test Phase will be reported in a verification and

validation report generated by personnel from the Applied Geosciences unit. Verification

and validation of each new installation of GWSCREEN on another machine where

compilation is required, will require an generation of an EDF showing the nine test problems

published in Reference 7 and the corresponding I/O for the new installation. Any

modifications to the code, such as system dependent time and date routines will also be

noted. If installation requires only coping an executable file and test problems to a hard disk

on a computer with an MS DOS operating system, then no formal reporting is required.

7. Verification and Validation Administrative Procedures.

Configuration control functions for this plan and each subsequent SVVR will be

controlled as set out in Reference 11 by the current GWSCREEN code custodian.

Procedures are those described in Section 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. No other information is

applicable to this section.
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APPENDIX A

GWSCREEN HAND CALCULATION WORKSI-IEETS



(],'SCREEN VERSliON 2.0 HANDCALCULATION MORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: C(!) TEXT VARIABLE: C EQUATION IN TEXT: 32

DESCRIPTION: ,CONCENTRATION FOR iTH PROGENY. WHEREQDX = .,THE.,,,.DECAY,INGROt4THFAC,T,ORS

SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IM: NAXRAD, RAD a,,ndCT,Xld_ ....

SUBROUTINE(S) USEB IN:

EOIJATIOM (CODE VARIABLES):

C[ C! ARD(1) QDX(I)
L----------U m**3 m**3

C(I) C(1) _ _Cl
s

ARD(1) QDX(1)

QDX = the decay ingrowth factor (DIF in text).

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = Catcutated VaLue
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GIdSCREENVERSION Z.0 HAND CALCULATION WORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: RELSRC TEXT VARIABLE: NONE EOLIATION IN TEXT: _ NONE

OESCRIPTIOU: ,CUMULAT.IV,E SO_,.RCE,,,.FLUX,FOR SURFI,CIAL OR B.UR_IEDsouRc,ES (,IMOOEL=I_ IF,..TSL=,O,

SUBROUTINE CALCULATE])IN: FLUXES

SIJEROUTINE(S) USED IN: FLUXES

EQUATION, (CODE VARIABLES) :

M= M"

RELSRC QI ; +

SLEACH DLR

Y
1 " EXP + ,"

DLR TIME

m

M = mg or Ci

Parameter Source Legend:

" i = GWSCREENInput Vatue
c = Catcutated Vatue

A-]



GI,'SCREEMVERS[I_ 2.0 HAND CALCULkT[OIt I,ICRKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: RELSRC TEXT VARIABLE: ...... NONE , _ _ EQUATION [M TEXT: NONE _ -

DESCRIPTION" CUMULATIVE SOURCE FLUX FOR_SU,,RFACE_OR ,BURIED SURFACES_[HOOEL=I) AND,TSI_>O,.A..NDT.,,<TSL _

SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IN: FLUXES

SUBROUTINE(S) USED [M: FLUXES _

EQUATIOIt (CODE VARIABLES):

RELSRC WFLUX SL T[ HE

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREEN[nput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated Value

A-4



GWSCREENVERSION 2.0 HAND CALCULATION MORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: _ RELSRC ..... TEXT VARIABLE: ..... NONE EQUATION |M TEXT: ,,_ _NONE

DESC31[PT[(]N: CUMULATTVESOURCE FLUX FOR SURF,TCZAL OR BURZED SOU,RCES(IMOI_),EL?I)_ ZF TSL>O.,AND T>TSL ._ .

SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IN: FLUXES

_JILR(IJT[liE(S) _ IN: ....FLUXES ___

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

I' I
RELSRC WFLUX SL TSL QSL ; .

_

SLEACH DLR

I Y- Y

1-EXP ;+ • l

SLEACH DLR TIME TSL

-- m

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue

A-5



GI_S4_EEN VERSION 2.0 HAND CALCULATION WORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: _Q_SL--__ _ , TEXT VARIABLE: QSL_- __-- _- EQUATION IN TEXT: 13

DESCRIPTION: $otub_i_y limited source mass. The, mass such,..,that , the equ,i,,!,ibrium concentrati_on does not

exceed the solubility li_mit oj the contaminant. _ _

SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IN= __SOURCEX ,,,

SUSROUTZNECS) USED ZN'- __ FLUXES= SRCTERM

ERIJAT]Oll (CODE VARIABLES):

QSL SL AL WA THI CKS THETAS

Q

1 + * + = 1000 L/m**]
mL

,,

ZKDS RHOS THETAS
g

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput Value
c : Calculated Value

A-6



GldSCREENVERSION2.0 HAND_.ALCUI.ATJONWOlilCSHEETS

130DEVARIABLE: FR_ and F_CD_ TEXT VARIABLE: _ __ _-- EOUATICNIM TEXT.- 23 ___ _-

DES_IPTION: Fraction c_f s_rce_that decays c_Jrlncz_Saturot_e d t_an_i_ _

SIJUOIJTINECALCULATEDIN: SCXJRCEX , _ _

SUBROUlrlNE(S)USEDIN: _ SRCTERM .... _ _ _

EQUATION(CODEVARIABLES):

FRAC ADLR(1) TRANSIT

FRACD FRAC

Parameter Source Legend:

_-_ G_SCREENInput VaLue
c = Calculated Value
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GI,ISCREENVERSIOW 2.0 HAND CALCULATIO# WORI(SHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: TRANSIT TEXT VARIABLE: .... T. _ EQUATIOM IM TEXT: .... 20_ __ _

DESCRIPTI(]M: Transi_ time ,inu_nsatur-atecLz?ne.

,,'UBROUTIMECALCULATED IM: ___$_R_CE_X_....._ _ _ ...... - ......

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IM: FLUXES...... __ _

EQUATIOII (CODE VARIABLES):

M

Y = •

TRANSIT _M _ RDU
y

UX

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue
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(;MSC31EENVERSION2.0 HANDCALCULATIONUORICSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: .... _ _ _ TE3CrVARIABLE: _ OMASS _. , ,, EQUATIONIN TEXT: _ 15_ .....

DESCRIPTION: ....Initiat massJn so.urce volume, Catcu_tated,,.onty if IMODE;;3(_adtoLogtc_l source,term).

- !f IMOOE_,,than 3 {no_-radio(o_|cat cg_tam!,nant} the_ QM=Q!..................... _ ......

, SUBROUTINECALCULATBDIN: GWS6.......

SUBROUTINE(S)USEi) IN: _ ,. SOURCEX .... _

EQUATION(CODEVARIABLES):

ATOMS s mg
Cl • 3.7£10 ----- • 3.1536E7- *

sec C| Y MOLE

....

Ol MW

mg-

QM lc I • 6.023E23ATOMS/MOLE

El
DLR

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = Catcutated VaLue

A-9



GWSCREENVERSION 2.0 HANDCALCULATION WORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: RDU ____ TEXT VARIABLE: _ Rd,, EQUATION IN TEXT: 22 _ .

DESCRIPTION: _ Re.t.ardatio_n_in3he unsaturated,, zone ......... _. - ....

_
,,,, ,,, , , _ ---- ,, -- __ ,, ,,, -- ,, _ _

SUBROUTINE CALCULATE]) IN: __ SOURCEX ................ __ __ __

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IN: _ SOURCEX ......................... _ __ --

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

•g

ZKDU RHOU

= 1 +

RDU _

THETAU

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue

A-IO



I;IJSI2_EEMVERSION2.0 HAllOCALCULATIONMORESHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: ,ARD(J) and RD TEXT VARIABLE: Rd EQUAT£OII111TEXT: 26

DESCRIPTION: .Retardation factor in the aquifer. A'-ay of NPROG+Ielements. RD = the parent

- retardation factor, A1¢(1) • ZKDA,.ROs ARD(1)

susnuIjrYxJaECALCULATEDIU: ,SOURC_( _,,

SUBROUTIME(S)USEDIN: TIME, RAD, MAXRAD,AREA,,_IMI_S ,,,

EQUATIOU(CODEVARIABLES):

AKD( J) RHOA

= 1 +

o ARD(J) _-_

PHI

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput Value
c = Calculated Value

A'11
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GklSCREEIIVERSION 2.0 HANDCALCULATION WORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: ,.ADLR{j) and OLR, TEXT VARIABLE: _n . EQUATION Ill TEXT: 4

DESCRIPTION: Decay rate constant. Arr,ay of NPROG+I etements where DLR=ADLR(1)

SIJBR(XITIliE CALCULATED IN: SOURCEX

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IN: RDK, AREA, ,,LIH|TS ,,

EQUATIOll (CODE VARIABLES):

O. 693

ADLR(J) Y

ATHALF(J)

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput Value
c = CatcuLated Vatue

A'_2



GMSCREEMVERSION 2.0 HAND CALCULATION WORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: , UX. ...... TEXT VARIABLE= U_, EQUATION IN TEXT: _!

DESCalPTIOR: ,, Unsat,urated pore velocity for pond model _IMOOEL=2) and surfac e model {tMOOEL"I),

. SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IM: SOURCEX

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IN: ,,, CTIME, SOLIRCEX ........

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

FOR IHOOEL=I

THETAU

FOR IMOOEL=2

1'I1._---_- + m- m

THETAU

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue

A'I]



GWSCREEMVERSIOM 2.0 HAND CALCULATION MORKS:tEETS

CODEVARIABLE: __ SLEACH . TEXT VARIABLE: _l EOUATIOM iN TEXT: 4

DESCRIPTION: Leach rate constant for waste at surface or buried Or after di,schar_e to a pond ends. Not

used if IMOOEL=3

SI,IBROUTIMIECALCULATED IM: SOURCEX

SUBROLITIME(S) USED IM: SRCTERM, F_UX_S

EOUATIOll (CODE VARIABLES):

Ic PE c
"i1+ li I mL

• m. I . --e .
g

, ,,

THETAS TH!CKS ZKDS RHOS ETAS

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c : CaLculated VaLue

A'14



GI_CREEM VERSION 2.0 HANDCALCULATION MORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: Pi_EACH TEXT VARIABLE: _1 EOLIATIOU |M TEXT: 17

DESCRIPTION: Leach rate....constant fo.r pond._edfn_.nts during the operationa.! ..period of the pond, ......

. SU_OUTX.ECALCULATEOXU:........soue,c.,ex

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IN: SRCPOND. FLUXES

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

liliii jII I IPLEACH i mL i g
m,, m,, 1+ _,b +

- g L
....

THETAP THI CKS ZKDS RHOS

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated Vatue

A'15



GWSC:REEMVERSIOM 2.0 HAMD CALCULATIONWORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: CL .......... TEXT VARIABLE: ,, Ct EQUATION IM TEXT: 36 ............

DESCRIPTIOti: LimjCinq groundwater concentration foc contaminants regulated by ¢¢dioLogicat dose.

SI.IBItOIJTIMECALCULATED IM: ,,, R_D

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IM: RAD

EQUATIOM (CODE VARIABLES)=

DLIH

Ci

L

CL rem L d
__ • • _ G

Ci Y

CDCF WI EF

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue

A'16



GI_EEN VERSXON2.O HAND CALCULATION 'JORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: CL TEXT VARIABLE: .... C__ _ EOUATIOM IM TEXT: _ _ 37'

DESCIIPTION: ,, _|mit_ng qro_ater concentration fPr cont0m!nants regutated by carcinogenic _tsk

- SUBROUTINE CALCULATED IN: ....... CARCIN

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IN: ....... CARCIN

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

c IsK 8w ,Tp. "

• -. y, -
* y

SFACTOR W! ED EF

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue
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GMSatEEN VERSIOM 2.0 HAMOCALCULATION MORKSHEETS

CODE VARIABLE: TSL. R. and WFLUX TEXT VARIABLE: t,i. EQUAT]Oll iN TEXT: 14

DESCRIPTION: The_otubi_lty ,_lm|lted release, time (TSL) when DLR _IlllRC2 • 1 _ 10"10; Mass fLUx from

the source volume whi_e, under solubility Limited release con_ro_ (R);, Wqter._ftux from the, source (WF_UX)

Catcu,lated only if OSL<QM,else TSL=O....

SUU(]UTIME CALCULATED IM: ....SouRCEX ,

SUBROUTINE(S) USED IM: ....SRCTERM, FLUXES

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

_* _
-LN

2

TSL + _ "
Y

OLR RC2

I
X1 QSL R DLR RC2

X2 QN R DLR RC2

y L

R WFLUX $L

rn m nl

= Y " " " 1000 L/m**3

WFLUX PERC AL WA
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GWSCREENVERSION2.0 HANDCALCULATIONMORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: _:]. TEXTVARIABLE:__. C...... EQUATIONIM TEXT: __A-1

DESCRIPTION:_ Msx|mumallowable oarent concerti:rat:ion adjusted f.or. oroqenY !ngrowi;h, _ . _

ARAOHAXC1)=MAXIMUM.ALi.rO_/A_(K.E_PARENTNUCLIDECONCENTRAT_..|ON:_DXCJ)"THED(EC_Y,INGRO_THF_CTORf_ORTHE J_ _

PROGENY ................................. -- , ,,, -

SIJBROUTIWE_LCULJkTEDIM: MAXRAD .................... _

SUBROUTIME(S)USED IM: _ MAXRAO ........ ........
i

EQUATION(CODEVARIABLES):

for j=1 to NN number of members in the radioactivedecay chain

DAIC(1 )

DAIC(1) DAIC(2) DAIC(3) DAIC(J)
4" 4" ...

ARADMAX(1) ARADMAX(2) ARADMAX(]) ARADHAX(J)

Where DAIC(J) = Average integrated concentration of the jth IT_beF of the decay chain

Parameter Source Legend:

i = GWSCREENInput Value °
c = Calculated Value
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GIJSCREEMVERSION2.0 HANDCAL(:ULATIONI_]RKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: _ ,,_:I, .... TEXT VARIABLE: ........_C, _ ....... EQUATIOIIIN TEXT: /,I _ _

DESiC:R|PT|ON:,Ltm,,|,,ttng_roqndHate_concentret.ton for non-rpdig_ogicot, no,:carcinogenic _9_tamtnent_ _

• b_sed on_thg, Hazar_ Quqtjent .................... __ , ..... _. _ ...................... -

- ii II I,II II _ - _ i II ,I I _-- iillll,i Illl II

R

SUBROUTINECALCULATEDIN: NC_RC|N .... --

SUBROUTINE(S)_ IN: -__ :NCARClN ...................... _

EQUATION(CODEVARIABLES)=

I d mgd

• •

!

• • y

__ ,.....

WI EF ED

Parameter Source Legend:

t = GWSCREENInput VaLue
c = CaLcuLated VaLue
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GMSCREENVERSION2.0 HAMDCALCULATIONIJORKSHEETE

CODEVARIABLE=_ TSL _ _ TEXT VARIABLE: _ t.L EQUATIONIM TEXT: ....14 ....... __

DESCR|PT|OM:$9_U_f_ll::y re_ee_se_t|me wherlORL + RC2 < 1 x 10"1° _ .............. , _ -- __

- , ,, f ,,.., i , ,,,, ., , ,, ., '. ' - -- -

i.

SUBROUTIMECALCULATEDIM: , __ $(;;)URCEX -- _ --

SUBROUTIME(S)USEDIM: ....SR_TERMAHPFLUXES - --

EQUATIOli(lODE VARIABLES):

-'_mg - _mg

QM QSL

y =

C '1/ -TSL
Y

R

Parameter Source Legend:

t = GWSCREENInput Value
c = CalcuLated VaLue
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(;;USCREENVERSION2.0 HANDCALCULATIONUORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE:_ FA_I , .QH,_SS TEXT VARIAJiLE: _ a. EQUATIOIIIN TEXT: _ 1% 24_ _

DESCRIPTION: _ Ma_qaflux to the aauJfer from thp' pond model (IMOOEL=2)and _ <,.TOPPER_and oI_=0.0 ......

i _ iii II I -- ii

SUBROUTINECALCULATEDIN: SRCPOND.FLUXES

SUUOUTIME(S) USED IM: QGAUS2,TRAPZD_ ...........

EQUATIOU(CODEVARIABLES):

lcIf "

FAQU QNASS PLEACH FRAC

1 1
* - EXP - + - +

Y Y

PL,;A&= *

QNASS - -
Y Y

EVAP DLR PLEACH

T* TINE TRANSIT

Parameter Source Legend:

N = contaminant mass or activity (mg op Ci)
= GWSCREENInput VaLue

c = CaLcuLated VaLue
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6WSCREENVERSION2.0 HANDCALCULATIONWORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE:__ C_--- _. TEXT VARIABLE: , C. __-- _ _ EQUATIONIN TEXT: _34_____ _ _

DESCRIPTION: Lt.mitin_Soil.Conc@n_.ratio_ . - . -- _ - .......

-- -- j -- ,,, i

SUBROUTINECALCUUkTEDIN: R_AD.CRy.D,MAXRAD,_AXNRAD, CARCXNL NCAR_IN .......

SUBROUTINE(S)USEDIN: _GWSB__

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

_m _ 1.0 M
*3

M CL

_ _ _ X

m**3 - [_

---- m m m
m**3

CU AL WA THICK

M
m**3

CU _M

QI

ParameterSourceLegend:

i = GWSCREEN Input Value
c : CalculatedValue
M = mg or Ci
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GWSCREENVERSIONZ.O HANDCALCULATIONWORKSHEETS

CODEVARIABLE: CE TEXT VARIABLE:..., Ce , . EQUATIONIN TEXT: 35

DESCRIPTION: LimitinqPond EffluentConcentration

SUBROUTINECALCULATEDIN: RAPl CRAD, MAXRAO,MAXNRADI CARCIN,NCARCIN

SUBROUTINE(S)USEDIN: GWS6

EQUATION (CODE VARIABLES):

...... Im**3

I°,lMm**_-_ _ _M_

C PNDFLX

ParameterSourceLegend:

i = GWSCREEN InputValue
c = CalculatedValue

M = mg or Ci
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